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Benchmarking Software - Want to see your games performance in real-time? Fraps not only provides an easy way to record games, but also gives you an accurate game speed gauge using Fraps' benchmarking functions. Fraps records an infinite number of frames, and you can choose what frame rate you want. Unlike other
screencapture/screencast/screenrecording software, Fraps automatically saves your recordings as video files for you to use, with basic effects. Fraps provides a frame counter in the status bar to let you monitor your game's progress. High Definition Game Recorder - Fraps' HD feature enables you to take high-quality recordings. Fraps
takes the hassle out of high quality screen capture, and record in full-screen or window mode, as well as in real-time to a VCD/SVCD/AVI/MPEG4 file. Fraps takes screenshots and video in high quality resolution, and generates a single output file without having to cut-and-paste. Fraps' recordings are automatically timed and tagged to make
it easy to move from one point to the next. Screengrab creators, gamers and everyday users will all benefit from Fraps' HD. Realtime Video Capture Software - Have you ever wanted to record video while playing your favourite game Come join the Machinima revolution! Throw away the VCR, forget about using a DV cam, game recording
has never been this easy! Fraps can capture audio and video up to 7680x4800 with custom frame rates from 1 to 120 frames per second! CUSTOMIZABLE VIDEO RECORDING RULES - Fraps is available in a variety of built-in video recording modes, frame rates, and also other customizable video recording rules. Fraps can also be controlled
using keyboard shortcuts, which makes it easier to capture video in real time, and minimize game lag using specific custom settings such as a higher frame rate. Fraps also allows you to change video-recording default settings or use Fraps' own when you start recording. Fraps even supports gamepad control for complex scenarios. Why
not take a screencast of your game in a new way by recording the whole game?
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fraps is a video recording software that is easy to use and very popular among youtubers. you can easily record fraps without hassle and view your frames per seconds on any game you play. learn how to download fraps for free in this article and be sure to share with your friends. fraps is a video recordingsoftware which is easy to use
and very popular among youtube content creators. the number of users have skyrocketed over the years and remains one of the easiest and best recording software for videos.this article will tell you how to download fraps full version for free. not only can you record videos, but you can also take screenshots of the games you are playing
and control the background audio of your game. you can record as long as you want and arent capped with 30 seconds like the free version. when you’re taking part in a game that has a graphical innovation level of 3d, fraps gives you the ability to make screenshots of your displayed pc screen. you can also record videos of your pc and
see the fps numbers. when you’re at the stage of taking screenshots and recording videos with fraps, you’ll have the ability to make use of a few different settings in order to customize your experience. fraps offers two selections of settings to permit you to locate the setting that is best suited for your needs. initially, you’ll be asked to
select the sort of immersion that you need to record. for instance, if you intend to make fraps tutorials, you’ll be able to select the simple immersion mode. if you wish to make fraps games, you’ll be able to select the full immersion mode. and finally, if you intend to make fraps videos, you’ll be able to select the best immersion mode.
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